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Premiere date and trailer for Panic

The American crime series Panic will soon premiere on Amazon Prime Video. The streaming service has already provided a bit of a sneak peek with the trailer.

Panic takes place in a remote town, where every year, graduating classes risk their lives in an illegal game. This game could change your life and could actually be a chance to escape. An anonymous jury forces the contenders to partake in a number of challenges, each of which confronts the participants with their deepest fears. This year, 47 contenders take part to win the biggest rewards so far. They will all change, but only one can win. Ten episodes will release, all of which will become available on Amazon Prime Video on the 28th of May. 
 
 The series was written and created by Lauren Oliver (Before I Fall). The series is based on her book with the same name that released in 2014. Amongst others, Olivia Welch (Unbelievable), Mike Faist (Law & Order: Special Victims Unit) and Jessica Sula (Scream) will portray a lead role in the series. 
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Next episode
Date unknown.
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Latest news
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Sequel to Kastanjemanden (The Chestnut Man) and more Nordic TV news from Netflix

A new day, a new Netflix content slate in Europe.

Today, 09:02

[image: Star Wars series The Acolyte gets Disney+ premiere date]
Star Wars series The Acolyte gets Disney+ premiere date

Disney+ has revealed a spring premiere date for The Acolyte, Lucasfilm's new Star Wars series.

Yesterday, 17:46

[image: Prime Video unveils trailer and first-look photos for new family drama series The Baxters]
Prime Video unveils trailer and first-look photos for new family drama series The Baxters

The Baxters arrives on Prime Video later this month and the streaming service has now released a trailer, poster and first-look photos.

Yesterday, 15:02

[image: Paramount+ orders new crime series The Crow Girl]
Paramount+ orders new crime series The Crow Girl

Paramount+ may have canceled a number of international series last month, but British production appears to be continuing as usual.

Yesterday, 13:02

[image: Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue gets the green light from MGM+]
Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue gets the green light from MGM+

MGM+ has greenlit Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue. Eric McCormack is the first actor cast in the mystery thriller.

Yesterday, 11:02

[image: Comedy inspired by classic sitcom Bewitched in development at NBC]
Comedy inspired by classic sitcom Bewitched in development at NBC

NBC is developing Something Wicked, a comedy starring June Diane Raphael.

Yesterday, 09:02
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.200 series. And otherwise the community of 498.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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